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Introduction: 

Specification: 

Horizontal Mixer is a new kind of mixing equipment, with high mixing uniformity and low residual 
quantity. It is used for compound feed, concentrated feed and additive premix. 

Working principle of horizontal mixer: horizontal cylinder body is equipped with biaxial reverse 
rotating blades. With a certain angle, the blade can mix the materials uniformly. It features high 
mixing uniformity and less residue, which is suitable for mixing two or more fertilizer and auxiliary 
material. 

1) Mix material fully in order to enhance mixing uniformity.

2) Adopt neoteric rotor structure, minimum clearance between the rotor and the body of the 
machine can be approaching to zero, which reducing the amount of residue.
 
3) Pipelines with grease are equipped with the machine body, with more reasonable structure, nice 
appearance and easy operating maintenance. 

Advantages: 
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is agricultural technology developed institute pointed production unite of soil fertilizer station in 
Henan province agricultural department, main products are 100,000-200,000 tons compound 
fertilizer and mixed fertilizer production line, BB fertilize equipment(no dry, squeezed once 
forming equipment),chicken dung and high wet material drying fermentation equipment, organic 
fertilizer equipment, roller squeezing granulation machine, for organic, inorganic biological 
fertilizer factory, garbage, sewage handling factory, and make the first of the organic waste 
harmless handling.Developing the multi-functional completed set of compound fertilizer 
equipment, compact structure, covering less, reliable,low dust and so on.

We own strong technical force, high-quality workforce and CAD design center has been 
committed to the development of high, medium and low compound fertilizer and mixing fertilizer 
equipment production and development for new and old customers with process design, 
fabrication and installation of equipment debugging, formula.One-stop comprehensive service 
and products cover throughout the country, some products have been supporting exports. 

Enterprise purpose: adhere to market-oriented, innovation and development, quality of survival 
to the consummation post-sale service won the majority of users praise, all clients are warmly 
welcomed to visit our company for business.
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Zhengzhou Tianci Heavy Industry Machinery Co.,Ltd 

International Trade Department

E-mail : fertilizerexpert@gmail.com 
Tel：0086-371-60925329 
Fax: 0086-371-60925329 

Address：Xingyang Industrial Park, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, China. 
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